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Abstract

Based on the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek model, this paper investigates
relative factor abundance in Brazil, as revealed by its international trade.
We study two di¤erent time periods: one characterized by high trade
barriers (1980 to 1985) and the trade liberalization period (1990 to 1995).
Two alternative methodologies are used: the estimation of factor intensity
regressions on net exports and the direct computation of factor content
in net exports. In the factor intensity regression, we incorporate techno-
logical changes that might have occurred over time, and those turned out
to be signi�cant. Both methods yield the same results: the Brazilian in-
ternational trade reveals relative abundance in capital, land and unskilled
labor, and scarcity in skilled labor, with qualitatively equivalent results
for the two time periods studied.
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1 Introduction

This paper performs an empirical investigation of the sources of comparative

advantages in Brazil, based on the predictions of the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek

(HOV) model. We study two periods of time: the period before the trade

liberalization (1980-1985) and the trade liberalization period (1990-1995).

Brazil is an interesting case study for at least two reasons. First, it is a

large developing economy with quite diversi�ed exports and imports. Hence,

di¤erently from other developing economies, such as Chile and Argentina, the

trade pattern of Brazil is not an obvious indication of its comparative advantages

in terms of factor abundance. Second, Brazilian trade su¤ered very restrictive

trade barriers before the massive trade liberalization that occurred in the late

1980�s and early 1990�s. One may wonder whether the trade pattern in the

closed economy revealed its true comparative advantages. We try to address

this question by comparing the sources of comparative advantages derived from

the HOV empirical model in the 1980�s to those in the 1990�s.

The empirical literature on the HOV model has emphasized the importance

of technological di¤erences to test the model (see, for example, Bowen et al.,

1987, Tre�er, 1993 and 1995, Davis and Weistein, 1998, and Tre�er and Zhu,

2000)). We point out that technological innovations may also a¤ect comparisons

of revealed comparative advantage over time. We propose an empirical strategy

to separate the e¤ect of technological changes from other sources of changes in

comparative advantages, such as changes in trade barriers.

We use two alternative methodologies to investigate relative factor abun-

dance. First, we estimated factor intensity regressions on net exports, control-

ling for technological changes. The coe¢ cients of those regressions should have

the sign of the factor content in net exports. Second, we compute the factor

content in net exports directly. The results from both methods are similar. Us-
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ing data for skilled and unskilled labor, capital and land, we �nd that Brazilian

international trade reveals relative abundance in all factors of production except

for skilled labor, and the results are qualitatively equivalent for the two time

periods studied.

The paper is organized as follows. Sector 2 presents the methodology. The

data is described in Section 3, while the results are in Section 4. Section 5

concludes.

2 Methodology

2.1 Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek Model

The HOV theorem provides guidance for the empirical testing of the Heckscher-

Ohlin-Samuelson model with J goods and I factors of production. It relates the

factor content of net exports to the countries�excess factor endowments:

AT = F � sFw, (1)

where A is the I � J input requirement matrix and T is the J � 1 vector of the

country�s net exports, such that AT (= FT ) is the I� 1 vector of factor content

in net exports with elements fTi, F stands for the vector of factor endowments

in the country, with elements fi, while Fw =
X
k

Fk is the vector of world factor

endowments for all countries k, with elements fwi, and s is the country�s share

of total world consumption.

According to eq. (1), net exports of factor i is positive (negative) if, and

only if, the country�s endowment of the factor is greater (lower) than its content

in total domestic consumption, that is, fTi > 0, fi � sfwi > 0.

One large strand of the literature focuses on cross-country comparisons, while

another other analyses the implications of the HOS model based on cross-sector

comparisons, within a single country. This paper �ts in this last category, hence

we will look more closely at it.
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The �rst empirical studies in this literature performed simple sector corre-

lations between net exports and factor intensities. From the 1970s, starting

with Baldwin (1971) and followed by Branson and Monoyios (1977), Harkness

(1978) and Stern and Markus (1981), among others, multiple regression analysis

came into use. The relative abundance of factors of production was inferred by

regressing net goods�exports on factor intensities, as in:

T = A0� + "; (2)

where " are errors. The inference on factor abundance was based on the signs

of the vector �, as � = (AA0)�1 FT . It was assumed that the coe¢ cients vector

had the same signal as the vector of the factor content in net exports. A factor i

with a corresponding positive �i would be exported in net terms, and this would

re�ect its relative abundance. The gap of �i between periods was interpreted as

the deepening of comparative advantages (or disadvantages): if �i were positive

and became higher over time then it meant that the country was expanding its

comparative advantages with respect to i.

An important point is the treatment one should give to the trade balance.

Eq.(1) relates factor content in trade to factor endowments in excess of its con-

tent in domestic consumption. However, if the country is running trade de�cits,

for instance, domestic consumption will be higher than domestic production. A

more appropriate measure of factor abundance would be a comparison between

domestic factor endowments and the domestic income share of world factor

endowments, as suggested by Bowen and Sveikauskas (1992). Given that s is

equal to (y � b) =yw, where y and yw are the country�s and the world�s incomes,

respectively, and b is the country�s trade balance, eq.(1) may be written as:

A (T � bH) = F � �Fw; (3)

where � � y
yw
is the domestic share of world output and H � 1

yw
Qw is a vector

of world�s output share of each good, using the fact that Fw = AQw.
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Bowen and Sveikauskas (1992) suggest then the estimation of equation:

T � bH = A0� + "; (4)

whose estimated coe¢ cient yields the factor abundance with respect to the

country�s income share of the world endowments, given that � = (AA0)
�1
FBT

and FBT = A (T � bH).

2.2 Technological Di¤erences

2.2.1 Across countries

All derivation made so far relies on the assumption that all countries share the

same technology. That is obviously not true, and more recent empirical work

has shown that the �t between the theory and the data improves substantially

when technological di¤erences among countries are allowed (see, for example,

Bowen et al., 1987, Tre�er, 1993 and 1995).

Tre�er (1993 and 1995) proposes that, when the input requirement matrices

are di¤erent across countries, the factor endowments should be adjusted and

measured in �equivalent units�, in the following way. Let us take two economies,

the domestic economy k and a foreign country k0. Let �k0i be the factor that

adjusts factor i�s endowment according to di¤erences in productivity, such that

f�k0i = �k0ifk0i is country k
0�s endowment of factor i measured in productivity-

equivalent units. If, for instance, factor i is twice as productive in country

k compared to k0, then �k0i = 1=2. It is, then, straightforward to build a

correspondence between the domestic and foreign input requirement matrices

as: Ak = �k0Ak0 , where �k0 is a diagonal matrix with elements �k0i. Eq.(3) can

be rede�ned as:

Ak (T � bH) = Fk � �F �w; (5)

where F �w � Fk + F
�
k0 is the vector of world factor endowments, measured in
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productivity-equivalent units.1

2.2.2 Across periods

In this paper we estimate factor abundance in Brazil before and during the trade

liberalization period. Several authors, such as Bonelli and Fonseca (1998) and

Ferreira and Rossi (2003) have documented signi�cative changes in productivity

in Brazil from the 1980�s to the 1990�s. These changes, if not accounted for, may

bias the cross period comparison of relative factor abundance. That is, even if

the two periods considered presented the very same relative factor endowments,

trade balance and net exports vector, the technological di¤erence between peri-

ods would bring about a change in the value of the estimated coe¢ cients from

eqs.(2) and (4).

The change in the estimated coe¢ cient caused by the technological change

can be identi�ed by representing the technological change across periods in the

same way Tre�er represented the technological di¤erences across countries. Let

At and At+1 be the input requirement matrices for periods t and t+ 1, respec-

tively, and �i(t;t+1) be the factor that adjusts factor i�s endowment according

to di¤erences in productivity between periods t and t+1. The relation between

the two input requirement matrices is, then, represented by At+1 = �(t;t+1)At,

where �(t;t+1) is a diagonal matrix with elements �(t;t+1). Hence, when the

only change between periods are the technological di¤erences, the coe¢ cient

estimated from eqs.(2) or (4) for periods t and t+ 1 are related as:

�t+1 = �
�1
(t;t+1)�t: (6)

The matrix ��1(t;t+1) alters the magnitude of the vector �t. If the economy

su¤ered a Hicks-neutral technological innovation, the coe¢ cients would be re-

lated by �t+1 = �t=�, where � < 1 represents the technological innovation.

1Notice that this change does not modify the estimation eqs.(2) and (4).
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Hence, all coe¢ cients estimated for period t+ 1 would be larger than those for

period t, but these changes would have no relation to changes in comparative

advantages relative to factor endowments across periods.

Despite the widely documented importance of technological progress, we

are not aware of any attempts in the literature to estimated their impact on

the input requirement matrices. We try to disentangle these two sources using

the logic of Jones (1965). In a small economy, input requirements change for

basically two reasons: changes in relative prices or changes in technology. The

percentage changes on input requirements across periods, baij � aij;t+1�aij;t
aij;t

, for

an input i in industry j, may be decomposed as:

baij = bdij + b�i + b�; (7)

where bdij � dij;t+1�dij;t
dij;t

is the change in input requirement due to changes in

factor prices, that is, the change that would be prevalent if there were no tech-

nological innovations across periods. b�i � �i(t;t+1) � 1 and b� � �(t;t+1) � 1 are
the input requirement changes under constant prices, which are the technolog-

ical innovations between periods, biased and Hicks-neutral, respectively. (Note

that a negative value for b� means an increase in productivity.)
Under the HOS hypotheses of constant returns to scale and perfect compe-

tition, the real remuneration of the input should not change if there were no

technological progress, hence: X
i

�ij bdij = 0; (8)

where �ij is the share of input i of total cost of industry j,
P

i �ij = 1. Substi-

tuting eq.(7) into (8), we get that:X
i

�ij (baij � b�i � b�) = 0: (9)

We also have that, by de�nition, baij = bVij � bQj , where bVij and bQj are the
percentage changes in the use of input i in industry j�s production, and the
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percentage change in industry j�s production, respectively. Substituting this

equality in eq.(9) above and rearranging, we have that:

bQj =X
i

�ij bVij � b� �X
i

�ijb�i:
Based on this result, we may obtain an estimation of both the Hicks-neutral

and the biased technological change through the estimation of equation:

bQj = �X
i

�ij bVij + �0 +X
i

�i�ij + vj ; (10)

where �, �0, and �i are the coe¢ cients to be estimated, and vj is the error

term, which we assume to have the usual properties. We have that �0 � �b�
and �i � �b�i. Clearly, positive values for �0 and �i indicate an increase in
productivity. Note that eq.(10) is also an alternative way to estimate the Solow

residual.2

By estimating the technological changes through eq.(10), we are able to

compute the changes in the input requirement matrices that are not explained

by technological progress, using:

bdij � baij + �0 + �i: (11)

A new input requirement matrix is constructed, D, with elements dij ; to be

used in the estimation of the eqs.(2) and (4). With this new matrix, di¤erences

in the � coe¢ cients across time represent possible changes in relative factor

endowments, instead of productivity changes.

2.3 Factor Content in Trade

Following Leamer (1980), it is possible to estimate the factor content in trade

using data from a single country, observing that sfwi � ci, where ci is the

2A similar logic is used by Leamer (1996) to estimate variations in the returns to production
inputs caused by prices and productivity changes. Kahn and Lim (1998) also study technology
changes in a similar fashion.
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content of factor i in domestic consumption. From eq.(1) the factor abundance

test is represented by:

fTi > 0, fi � ci > 0; (12)

or, taking into account trade balance as Bowen and Sveikauskas :

fBTi > 0, fi � cBi > 0; (13)

where fBTi is the factor i content in net exports, adjusted by trade balance, and

cBi �
yc

yc�bc ci.

Note that the di¤erence between the factor abundance test in relation (12)

and that in relation (13) is the de�nition of relative factor abundance. In re-

lation (12), domestic factor abundance is de�ned in relation to the domestic

consumption share of world factor endowments (sfwi � ci), whereas in (13) it

is in relation to its domestic income share, (�fwi � cBi ).

Additionally, it is possible to look at relative factor abundance. Such inves-

tigation may be carried on through the examination of the variables normalized

by factor content of consumption. From eq.(1) it is clear that:

fTi
ci
>
fTi0

ci0
, fi
ci
>
fi0

ci0
: (14)

Relation (14) says that - normalized by the factor contents of domestic con-

sumption - the content of factor i in net exports is higher (lower) than that of

factor i�if, and only if, factor i is relatively more abundant (less abundant) than

factor i�. This relation can be used to rank factor endowments with respect to

their relative abundance.

By measuring factor abundance in relation to its income share, rather than

consumption share, relation (14) can be alternatively de�ned as:

fBTi
cBi

>
fBTi0

cBi0
, fi
cBi

>
fi0

cBi0
: (15)
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The measuring of eqs.(12) and (14), or eqs.(13) and (15), has di¤erent in-

terpretation when considering technological di¤erences across countries, as dis-

cussed at the end of sub-section 2.2.1. In this case ci � s
 X

k

�kifki

!
, which

means that changes in factor abundance of Brazil with respect to the rest of the

world (fi � ci) are also accounting for changes in technology between countries.

Hence, we are not measuring just endowments, but, rather, �endowments in

equivalent units�.3

Lastly, technological di¤erences across periods do not modify neither the

sign of (12) or (13), nor the rank of (14) or (15). However, these equations

could not be compared across periods.

3 Data

We have data for 50 industries, for eight years: 1980, 1985 and 1990 to 1995.

The construction of the variables required a thorough work of making compatible

di¤erent data bases and of correctly de�ating the variables. We explain each of

them in turn.

Net exports: To compute net exports, we used data from the national ac-

counts and input-output matrices from IBGE, available for the years 1980,1985

and 1990 to 1995. The data is aggregated into 136 industries in 1980, and into

80 in the other years. We used the correspondence between the two aggregation

levels provided by IBGE to transform all data into 80 industries.

We used data at basic prices (that is, before computing taxes and trans-

portation costs, and at consumer prices) to compute the net exports and the

domestic consumption vectors. The consumption vector is the sum of invest-

ment and �nal consumption by households and public administration. National

3Notice that this same logic should apply to the factor content in trade, F , as imports
are produced in the rest of the world. Additionally, eq.(5) would be more complicated - and
would have a more complicated interpretation - if we consider intermediate consumption.
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income was computed as national production minus intermediate consumption.

We used the wholesale price index (IPA) from FGV to de�ate all variables.

The price index from FGV have a di¤erent aggregation. Using the same method

from Gonzaga et al. (2006), we were able to match the two data sources for the

period 1990-1995, and, following the suggestions in Muendler (2001), we could

match 50 industries for 1980 and 1985. The values were, then, measured in

millions of reais at August 1994 prices.

Factor requirements matrix: The matrix A was computed for four factor

inputs: unskilled labor, skilled labor, capital and land. We start by computing

the direct factor requirements. To measure the two labor inputs, we combined

the data on employed labor from the input-output matrix from IBGE with the

shares of skilled and unskilled workers from PNAD. Skilled labor was de�ned

as workers with at least 11 years of schooling.

The data on capital was extracted from Censos e Inquéritos Especias, PIA,

and the IBGE series �Formação Bruta de Capital Fixo do Setor Público�. We

considered as capital the following items: machinery and equipment, trans-

portation means, furniture and appliances and data processing equipment. To

de�ate the data, we used prices indices speci�c to each type of capital (see

Muendler, 2001). The data on land was computed using the data from the

Censo Agropecuário 1995-1996, and is measured in hectares.

To calculate the direct and indirect input requirements, we use the input-

output matrices, considering both domestic and imported intermediary goods,

combined with the previously computed direct factor input requirements.

Cost shares: Finally, we use the direct and indirect factor requirements to

calculate the share of each input in the production, �ij . The direct labor costs

were calculated using the information on earnings from PNAD and the data on
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total wages paid in the input-output matrix. The land costs were taken from

the Censos Agropecuários from 1980, 1985, 1995 and 1996, while the data on

capital were extracted from various sources, mentioned above.

4 Results

4.1 Technological changes

We start by the estimation of technological changes across periods, through

the estimation of eq.(10). We chose 1990 as the base year, so that all input

requirements were adjusted with respect to the technology of that year. We

used panel regression analysis for both periods, with the GLS method.4

The upper part of Table 1 presents the estimated coe¢ cients of eq.(10).5 The

constant is the Hicks-neutral technological change and the estimated coe¢ cients

for the cost share of inputs are the biased technological changes. Skilled labor

was excluded in all regressions and capital share in the second one as they were

not statistically signi�cant.

The bottom part of the table shows the estimated changes in productivity,

according to the coe¢ cients presented in the upper part. There was a Hicks-

neutral productivity growth of 3.167% per year over the �rst period (1980-1985),

whereas no signi�cative Hicks-neutral growth was found for the second period

(1991-1995). The change in productivity biased towards unskilled labor was

opposite across periods: it was negative for the period 1980-1985, and positive

and large (over 18%) for 1991-1995. As for the skilled labor, there was no

statistically signi�cant change in the productivity biased towards that factor in

both periods. There was also no signi�cant capital biased technological change

4Because of the independent variable high volatility, we excluded the outliers according to
its distribution: 5% for the �rst period, and 2.5% for the second period.

5Note that, in theory, the inputs cost shares should sum one, posing a problem to the
estimation of eq. (10). Their computed values, however, do not sum one due to measurement
errors. This allows the estimation of the equation. In fact, the coe¢ cient of the skilled labor
cost share turned out to be non-signi�cant in both regressions. We chose to present the results
of the regression where we dropped the non-signi�cant variables.
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Independent Variable: Percentage change in industry production
Dependent Variable 1980 and 1985 1991-1995

Constant 0.032 0.008
(3.370) (0.510)

Unskilled labor cost share (�Uj) -0.080 0.186
(-2.260) (1.990)

Skilled labor cost share (�Sj) - -

Capital cost share (�Kj) - 0.065
(1.810)

Land cost share (�Lj) -0.079 -0.094
(-2.000) (-2.520)

Sum of factor change, weighted 0.504 0.638
by its cost share (

P
i �ij

bVij) (5.290) (10.600)

Increase in productivity

Hicks neutral change (�0) 3.167% 0.000%
Unskilled labor biased change (�0 + �U ) -4.850% 18.558%
Skilled labor biased change (�0 + �S) 3.167% 0.000%
Capital biased change (�0 + �K) 3.167% 6.501%
Land biased change (�0 + �L) -4.737% -9.429%

Number of obs. 92 238
Notes: t-statistics are in parenthesis. All regressions were estimated using GLS,
correcting for heteroscedasticity and serial autocorrelation of errors. Note that
the regression in the �rst column comprises only two years (1980 and 1985) while
that in the second column corresponds to a panel of 5 years (1991 to 1995).

Table 1: Yearly Percentual Change of Productivity

in the �rst period, but a positive one over the second period. Finally, there was

a negative growth of land biased productivity in both periods.

These results cannot be exactly compared to the existing literature on pro-

ductivity growth in Brazil, as that literature computes total factor productivity

(TFP) changes and uses only two factors of production: capital and labor. Nev-

ertheless, for the sake of comparison, from the estimated eq.(10), the TFP can

be approximated to �0 +
P

i �i�ij . This expression equals 0.009 for the period

1980-1985 and 0.028 for 1991-1995, which is consistent with the literature �nd-
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ings. In Bonelli and Fonseca (1998), the average TFP growth found for the

period 1980-1985 is 0.0136, and 0.0286 for 1991-1995. Ferreira and Rossi (2003)

�nd an average TFP growth of 0.0265 for the period 1990-1997.

We used these estimated technology changes from Table 1 to adjust the

input requirement matrices, so that all matrices measure factor requirements

in �equivalent units�with respect to 1990. The adjustment, based on eq.(11),

is made by using the estimated �0 and �i to recalculate the input requirement

matrices adjusted by changes in technology with respect to 1990, Dt. For 1980

and 1985, dij;t it is calculated as:

dij;t �
�
aij;90 � aij;t

aij;t
+ (�0 + �i + 1)

90�t � 1
��1

� dij;90;

where dij;90 = aij;90 and i = U;L. For 1991-1995 the element dij;m from Dm is

calculated as:

dij;t �
�
aij;t � aij;90
aij;90

+ (�i + 1)
t�90 � 1

�
� dij;90;

where i = U;K;L.6

4.2 Factor Intensity Regressions

We used alternatively net exports and net exports adjusted by trade balance

as dependent variable in the factor intensity regressions, that is, we estimated

eqs.(2) and (4). In the estimation of eq.(4), we used both the original input

requirement matrices and the ones adjusted by technological change. The re-

gressions were estimated for the pre-trade liberalization period, 1980 and 1985,

and the trade liberalization period, 1990-1995. Trade liberalization started in

1988, and most of it was in place by 1993. Hence, we also run the regressions for

the period 1993-1995, to capture a period with most liberalized trade.7 We esti-

6Only the signi�cant coe¢ cients were considered to calculate tecnological changes.
7Alternatively, we have also included slope dummies for the period 1993-1995 in the 1990-

1995 regression, and obtained similar results to the ones reported here.
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mated panel regressions using GLS, correcting for heteroscedasticity and serial

autocorrelation of errors, in all estimations.

The estimated coe¢ cients are proportional to the factor content in trade.

The estimated coe¢ cients are either � � (AA0)�1 FT or � � (AA0)�1 FBT , de-

pending on the regression.8 Hence, they have the same sign as the factor content

in net exports if the matrix (AA0)�1 is sign preserving.9 Hence, a positive value

for the coe¢ cient means that the country is relatively abundant in that factor

of production. The relative magnitude of the coe¢ cient across factors, however,

is not necessarily related to the ranking of relative factor abundance. Even if

sign preserving, the matrix (AA0)�1 most likely distorts the relative magnitudes

of FTi. Nevertheless, the relative magnitudes of the coe¢ cient across periods,

for the same factor, are proportional do changes in relative factor endowments.

Hence, an increase in a coe¢ cient over the periods, for instance, indicates a

deepening of the comparative advantage in that factor of production.

Table 2 presents the results. Columns (1), (4) and (7) show the results when

net exports is used as independent variable, whereas in the other columns the

independent variable is net exports adjusted by trade balance. The results with

adjusted net exports are very similar to those using plain net exports, as seen

by the comparison of the results in columns (1), (4) and (7) to those in columns

(2), (5) and (8), respectively.

In contrast, the adjustment of the input requirement matrices to technologi-

cal changes does alter the results considerably. Columns (3), (6) and (9) present

the results. For the period 1980-1985, the results in columns (2) and (3) have all

the same sign, but, except from land, they are statistically di¤erent. For 1990-

1995, all coe¢ cients in columns (5) and (6) are statistically distinct: they all

8Notice that the exact econometric estimation of � is somewhat di¤erent because we use
GLS.

9We verify if this is true in section 4.3, where we compute directly the factor content in
net exports.
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have a larger magnitude for the regression using the observed input requirement

matrices, compared to the one using the adjusted input requirements. More-

over, when the observed input requirement matrix is used (column (5)), land

presents a negative coe¢ cient, but it turns positive when the input requirement

matrix is adjusted for technological changes (column (6)). A similar pattern is

found in the results for the 1993-1995 period (see columns (8) and (9)).10

Comparing columns (2) and (3) we see that the estimated coe¢ cients are

broadly consistent with technological innovations estimations of Table 1, where

there was productivity growth biased towards skilled labor and capital, and

a decrease in productivity with respect to unskilled labor and land between

1980 and 1990. From eq.(6), the estimated coe¢ cient using the observed data

should be underestimated compared to the adjusted data for the factors which

presented productivity growth, and overestimated for the factors for which pro-

ductivity have decreased. This is precisely what happens in our estimations:

the coe¢ cients for unskilled labor and land are overestimated (although not

statistically signi�cantly so for land) and underestimated (in absolute terms)

for skilled labor and capital.

The results are also consistent for the trade liberalization periods, which

can be seen by comparing columns (5) and (8), to columns (6) and (9), respec-

tively. Notice that the adjusted data in this case reproduces the productivity

pattern in the �rst year, 1990. It means that the adjusted data lowers the pro-

ductivity of production factors presenting productivity growth over the period.

Hence, according to eq.(6), the estimated coe¢ cient will now be overestimated

in observed data compared to the adjusted one for factors whose productivity

increased. The converse is true for production factors presenting productivity

decline over the period.

10As we will se, the sign of the land coe¢ cient, when the input requirement matrix is
adjusted for technological changes, is consistent with the direct estimation of the HOV model.
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1980-1985 1990-1995 1993-1995
Net Trade balance Net Trade balance Net Trade balance

exports adjusted net exp. exports adjusted net exp. exports adjusted net exp.
(1) (2) (3)1 (4) (5) (6)1 (7) (8) (9)1

Constant 533.32 688.26 874.43 353.07 231.28 165.01 -537.66 -413.22 -143.70
(13.90) (81.44) (91.03) (4.93) (3.78) (2.36) (-8.19) (-5.00) (-1.05)

Unskilled labor 5.97 5.11 2.32 11.86 11.85 1.62 25.21 28.50 2.77
(25.63) (74.53) (42.70) (6.63) (5.48) (4.47) (15.60) (12.06) (4.04)

Skilled labor -80.50 -87.46 -119.71 -74.61 -68.16 -21.49 -86.75 -97.76 -33.48
(-34.53) (-182.9) (-78.58) (-11.85) (-9.58) (-6.08) (-19.57) (-17.0) (-3.03)

Capital 239.02 234.44 292.67 320.08 332.98 138.49 605.21 569.80 268.35
(43.62) (115.94) (35.03) (7.57) (7.05) (5.08) (15.24) (11.33) (4.21)

Land 0.19 0.25 0.25 -0.17 -0.19 0.06 -0.35 -0.34 0.45
(11.78) (36.82) (64.02) (-2.07) (-1.77) (2.77) (-3.62) (-2.81) (3.04)

Wald test: null hypothesis that the estimated coefficient is the same as the one from 1980-1985
(the null hypothesis is rejected at 5% when the value is lower than 0.05)

Unskilled labor 0.00 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.51
Skilled labor 0.74 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.07 0.00
Capital 0.00 0.03 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.70
Land 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.18

Number of obs. 100 100 100 300 300 300 300 300 300
1 Regression with data adjusted by technological changes.
Notes: (a) All independent variables are measured as a share of the output. (b) t-statistics are in parenthesis.
(c) All regressions were estimated using generalized least squares, corrected by heteroscedasticity
and serial autocorrelation of errors.

Table 2: Factor Intensity Regressions
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From the results in Table 1, between 1991 and 1995 there was an increase in

productivity towards unskilled labor and capital, accompanied by a productivity

decrease in the use of land. No signi�cant productivity change was observed

for skilled labor. From the results in Table 2, we see that all coe¢ cients were

overestimated with observed data, except the one for land. In fact, the coe¢ cient

is negative with observed data, and it turns positive with adjusted data. It

means that the lack of comparative advantage in land observed after trade

liberalization was due to its lower productivity. It is not attributable neither

to a relatively lower land endowment over the period nor to trade liberalization

itself.

Table 2 shows also that the coe¢ cients from the regression for the periods

1990-1995 and 1993-1995 are statistically di¤erent when the data is not adjusted

by technological changes, that is, comparing the results in columns (5) and (8).

Using the input-output matrices adjusted by technological changes, the results

for these two periods become statistically similar, except for the coe¢ cient for

land, which is statistically larger in column (9), compared to column (6).

The regressions reported in columns (3), (6) and (9) present interesting

results about the sources of comparative advantages in Brazil before and after

trade liberalization. First, the hypothesis that Brazil has comparative advantage

in unskilled labor is supported by the results for the two time periods: the

coe¢ cient of unskilled labor are positive and statistically signi�cant at 1% level.

The Wald test, presented in the bottom of the table, indicates no signi�cative

change in the coe¢ cients before and after trade liberalization.

The results con�rm the lack of comparative advantage in skilled labor, as

the coe¢ cients for that input are negative. The Wald test identi�es a signi�-

cant change of the coe¢ cient after trade liberalization: the coe¢ cients become

smaller in absolute value. This indicates that the comparative �disadvantage�in

that factor is less intense in the later period.
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The results also indicate that Brazil is relatively abundant in capital, with

no signi�cant change across periods, according to the Wald test. This result

contradicts the common sense. Given the stage of development of the Brazilian

economy, one would not expect the country to relatively abundant in capital,

compared to the rest of the world. It may be the case that Brazil is really

relatively abundant in capital relative to the world as a whole, keeping in mind

that there are many countries at lower stages of development. Alternatively,

the country may actually be capital scarce, but this trade pattern resulted from

the restrictive trade policies that distorted Brazilian international trade until

the late 1980�s. A study of a more recent period should help to check this latter

alternative.

Finally, the econometric results indicate that the country has comparative

advantages in the use of land in both periods of time, with a signi�cative increase

in its coe¢ cient for the period 1993-1995, compared to 1980-1985. Note that

the results when technological changes are controlled for are very di¤erent from

those using the observed input-output matrices.

4.3 Factor Content in Trade

We complete our analysis with the direct computation of the factor content

in international trade.11 The �rst set of results in Table 3 presents the factor

abundance computations corresponding relations (12), whereas the second set

corresponds to relations (13). For each set of results, the left hand side of the

relation is presented in the �rst four rows, and the right hand side on the next

four. Hence, the signs of the �rst four rows have to match the signs of their

corresponding lines in the next four rows.

The results reported in Table 3 indicate that Brazil is abundant in unskilled

11 In the results presented in this section, the factor content of trade was computed for
all goods, not only those from the industrial sector, as it was the case for factor abundance
regressions. We did perform the same computations with the very same products used in the
regression of section 4.2, and the results were qualitatively equivalent.
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1. Factor abundance relative to domestic share of world consumption
1980 1985 1990 1995
Factor content in net exports (fTi)

Unskilled labor 1,201,840 3,058,382 1,370,450 315,299
Skilled labor -107,529 317,596 162,329 -182,861
Capital1 -292 42,108 27,377 1,143
Land2 23,815,662 39,231,454 16,647,402 9,449,813
Factor content in value added minus factor content in consumption (fi � ci)
Unskilled labor 1,201,840 3,058,408 1,370,450 315,300
Skilled labor -107,529 317,604 162,329 -182,861
Capital1 -292 42,109 27,377 1,143
Land2 23,815,660 39,231,260 16,647,410 9,449,820

2. Factor abundance relative to domestic share of world income
1980 1985 1990 1995

Factor content in net exports, adjusted by trade balance (fBTi)
Unskilled labor 1,679,887 1,367,219 957,814 2,297,234
Skilled labor -14,141 -52,929 43,944 442,330
Capital1 2,124 30,572 24,732 13,215
Land2 27,538,432 27,373,283 13,804,737 22,660,085
Factor content in value added minus factor content in consumption (fi � cBi )
Unskilled labor 1,679,887 1,367,245 957,814 2,297,234
Skilled labor -14,141 -52,922 43,944 442,330
Capital 2,124 30,573 24,732 13,215
Land2 27,538,430 27,373,080 13,804,740 22,660,090
1 R$ 000 from 08/94
2 ha

Table 3: Factor Content in Trade

labor and land, with respect to the Brazilian consumption and income shares

of world endowments of those factors. The same is true for capital, except for

1980, when the country shows up to be relatively scarce in that factor with

respect of the consumption share. As for skilled labor, it presents a positive

sign for some years and negative for others, and some signs di¤er depending on

whether consumption or income share is used.

The change of sign of skilled labor content in trade over time is quite peculiar.

It is hard to believe that Brazil was relatively scarce in skilled labor in 1980

and 1995, and relatively abundant in the other years, as the results from its

content on net exports indicate. It is possible that short run shocks, that a¤ects
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employment and production, or technological changes not directly accounted

for, or even measurement errors, may be biasing the results. Such distortion

are, to some degree, taken into account in the regression of factor intensities

using panel data.

The factor intensity regressions presented in the previous section indicate

that Brazil as being relatively abundant in unskilled labor, capital and land.

These results are consistent with the factor abundance test through the direct

computation of the factor content in trade presented in Table 3. For skilled

labor, the factor intensity regressions reveal relative scarcity, which is corrobo-

rated by the factor content test only for some of the years studied.

We also measure the factor content in trade and endowments as a share of

factor services content in domestic consumption. This allows us to use eq.(14)

for net exports and (15) for net exports adjusted by trade balance, and rank

factors according to its relative abundance, as revealed by international trade.

Table 4 presents the results.

In all cases, skilled labor is in fourth place, that is, it is the least abundant

factor of production in Brazil. This result is consistent with the econometric

results in section 4.2. It is interesting to note that the ranking of the inputs is

the same in the �rst and last years, 1980 and 1995, and somewhat di¤erent from

1985 and 1990. Unskilled labor is never in �rst place. It ranks in second place

in 1980 and 1995, and in third for the other years. Capital alternates between

third place in the �rst and last years, and �rst in the other years. Finally, land

is in �rst place in 1980 and 1995, and second in the others.

The results from the factor intensity regressions, presented in Table 2, and

from the factor content in trade, in Table 4, picture Brazil as relatively abundant

in capital and land, in relation to labor in general.
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1. Relative factor abundance relative to domestic share of world consumption
1980 1985 1990 1995

Factor content in net exports/factor content in consumption ( fTici )
Rank Rank Rank Rank

Unskilled labor 0.0348 2 0.0766 3 0.0317 3 0.0069 2
Skilled labor -0.0159 4 0.0363 4 0.0131 4 -0.0127 4
Capital -0.0017 3 0.1546 1 0.0989 1 0.0041 3
Land 0.0886 1 0.1401 2 0.0560 2 0.0310 1

Factor content in value added/factor content in consumption ( fici )
Rank Rank Rank Rank

Unskilled labor 1.0348 2 1.0766 3 1.0317 3 1.0069 2
Skilled labor 0.9841 4 1.0363 4 1.0131 4 0.9873 4
Capital 0.9983 3 1.1546 1 1.0989 1 1.0041 3
Land 1.0886 1 1.1401 2 1.0560 2 1.0310 1

2. Relative factor abundance relative to domestic share of world income
1980 1985 1990 1995

Factor content in net exports/factor content in consumption ( f
B
Ti

cBi
)

Rank Rank Rank Rank
Unskilled labor 0.0493 2 0.0328 3 0.0220 3 0.0526 2
Skilled labor -0.0021 4 -0.0058 4 0.0035 4 0.0321 4
Capital 0.0123 3 0.1077 1 0.0885 1 0.0497 3
Land 0.1038 1 0.0938 2 0.0460 2 0.0778 1

Factor content in value added/factor content in consumption ( fi
cBi
)

Rank Rank Rank Rank
Unskilled labor 1.0493 2 1.0328 3 1.0220 3 1.0526 2
Skilled labor 0.9979 4 0.9942 4 1.0035 4 1.0321 4
Capital 1.0123 3 1.1077 1 1.0885 1 1.0497 3
Land 1.1038 1 1.0938 2 1.0460 2 1.0778 1

Table 4: Relative Factor Content in Trade

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the sources of comparative advantages in

Brazil, as revealed by the country�s international trade, based on the HOV

model. Two periods were studied: before (1980-1985) and after (1990-1995)

trade liberalization. The technological changes over the period were estimated

and taken into account in the factor abundance tests. They turned out to be

signi�cant.
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Two approaches were used to inspect relative factor abundance in Brazil. We

estimated factor intensity regressions on net exports and we computed directly

the factor content in international trade. The results from the two approaches

are compatible.

According to our results, Brazilian international trade reveals comparative

advantages in the use of unskilled labor, in capital and in land, and no compar-

ative advantage in the use of skilled labor. The same pattern of comparative

advantage is observed before and after trade liberalization.
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